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Long long ago, 

all mountains could fly.

They swam through clouds 

and skies so high. 



One day a king 

chops off their wings 

Saying, “How dare you fly

before us kings!” 



Many days fold and then unfold. 

Nights come thickly,

dark and cold. 

The mountains sit stiller 

than any tree. 

Except for one

who longs to be free. 



Mountain says, “I’ll be free again! 

That’s my aim, my only dream!” 

One day as the sun

puts out her flame 

In the blue and gold

and silver stream, 



January she meets One  

wise whale  

with a smile so wide. 



February she greets Two  

running rhinos  

with noses they can’t hide. 



March, April she spies Three 

dashing dolphins  

         splashing

            in the sea. 



May, June she eyes Four  

eager elephants  

so happy and free. 



July she smiles at Five 

 shiny snakes  

soft-slithering by. 



August she grins at Six 

furry foxes  

well-groomed and spry. 



September she says Hi! to Seven 
busy birds 

with wings so bright. 



October she sits

right through 

Eight 
chatty crows  

swapping tales at night. 



November she’s friends with 

Nine 
clever chameleons  

changing colours so quick. 



December she’s

laughing with 

Ten 
excited earthworms  

doing a neat trick! 



With 55 friends, 

she’s soaring high.

  They give her laughter, 

   they are her wings.

    She smiles at them 

     and they at her

      as the lone whale sings                                 

and sin
gs

 an

d si
ngs!



Kaveri Chatterji has been telling stories to children and herself 
all her life. This story is her personal favourite because it talks 
about the invisible, invincible strength and cheer that women 
often have. Kaveri is also a design enthusiast who likes 
experimenting with colours and technology. 

Shweta Mohapatra is a graduate of the National Institute 
of Design, NID, Ahmedabad, and the Pont Aven School of 
Contemporary Arts, France. Currently visiting faculty at NID, 
she’s worked for the Children’s Film Society of India and 
Sesame Street India.
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Agar Magar has something special that he badly wants to 
share. But sadly, no one at all seems to care. Until one day, 
things click just right for him! 
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leaves his sunny savannah and travels to the beautiful city of Paris in 
search of work, love and a future.
“A great read, especially one you can enjoy with your child cuddled up next to 
you with a cup of cocoa.” — Parenting

All bats hang with their heads down but Fledolin — he stands firmly on the ground! 
Read this upside down book and find out how it’s great fun to be topsy-turvy just like Fledolin!
“The book speaks of life’s fundamentals and is worth a try, if you’re looking to boost your kids’ thinking power and imagination.”

— New Woman



Long long ago, all mountains could fly
They swam through clouds and skies so high.

And then came a day when…

Find out what happens next in this story 

that comes alive with brilliant art. 

Wonderfully imaginative, 

ringing with music and 

rhythm, this book 

is sure to inspire 

every girl who 

dreams of 

flying! 


